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Every Story Whispers His Name The award-winning Jesus Storybook Bible invites children to

discoverâ€”through full-color illustrations and three read-along CDsâ€”that Jesus is at the center of

Godâ€™s great story of salvationâ€¦ and at the center of their story, too. This beautifully crafted

deluxe edition, with ribbon marker and audio CDs, is a wonderful gift and sure to become a family

treasure.
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The Bible, in it's entirety, supports a Christocentric worldview. The fact is that this wonderful story

book chooses to focus on the Bible's incessant pointing to Jesus as our Redeemer, Savior and

King. Despite what some of the naysayers purport in their reviews, this is a strength that helps

children  and their adults  to remember the essential story of the Bible: that God loves

us and has provided a path to redemption from the sin that separates us from Him, and that nothing

but the evil of our own stubborn self-will can prevent God's love for reaching us. This is a beautiful

book! Our grandkids were moved by it, over and over, to ask awesome questions about life and

faith and Jesus. Furthermore, in the Deluxe Edition, the reader for the audio CDs is absolutely

fantastic  a captivating, dramatic reader who pulls children and adults alike into each and

every story. Buy this book, and it's Deluxe Edition, for your kids and grandkids, nephews and

nieces! It's an awesome investment.



I bought this deluxe edition specifically for the cds that went along with it. My 4yo loves listening to

books on cd so I was disappointed that there were no page-turn signals. As a non-reader, she can't

follow along by herself and found it frustrating. I already own the original version of the Jesus

Storybook Bible (and love it), so I would not have bought this one as well.

This is a great Bible for kids to either read themselves or for the adults to read to kids. It has nicely

drawn pictures and great storytelling. The only drawback with this sort of thing, as with all "Bibles"

that aren't true Scripture, it takes liberties with some things. Only that it assumes feelings of some

characters or doesn't allow for as much of the "harsh", but necessary, language the Bible uses

when talking about sin - things like that. Some things are maybe, slightly...diminished? with this

children's book because it's a children's book. But the righteousness of God and the seriousness of

sin and our need for a Redeemer through grace alone, by faith alone, is not lost in this book.

One story a night. I started this book when my son was 6, read through it 7 or 8 times until he

graduated to an older kid Bible.Now it has been passed down to my daughter who is now 5 and we

read a story a night.We have taped the binding on the outside twice, have pages falling out now.

Cant say we have overly abused it but normal wear and tear on it.Definitely a kids take on the

stories but that is what they can best comprehend at this level.Only a few times where I have

corrected it in its stories (Joseph and his brothers).Overall recommend and I have bought this book

as a gift for friends with small children as well.

This is my second purchase of the Jesus Storybook Bible for my household. I've purchase

numerous more for friends. I read one story for my son each night before bed... and had to

purchase a second copy for my daughter (who is still too young to understand/read) because she

was so interested in it. I love how this really delivers the message in a simple without taking away

from the important content. This particular version came with a CD, however my kids would rather

hear me read :).

this thing is an awesome read...... I am a grown woman and I have a hard time comprehending the

regular King James version and even tried several different versions but I couldn't get past the

lineage and I was confused i'm almost through it . and the way its written it gives you a way different

perspective then the Bible but all the stories all have the same consequences and morals. the best



thing is I can hand this down to my nieces and nephews! or donate it to the church.... through this

story book bible I know more then I even did before. it gets to the point. and the cd's that come with

it are nice too if you would rather listen the three cd's are perfect.

I got this for our 4 year old granddaughter for Christmas. She was mesmerized right from the

beginning and listened to it straight through, twice! It is absolutely fabulous. The illustrations are

quirky-gorgeous, the stories are incredibly written, and having David Suchet narrate is just

altogether lovely. I will certainly be buying this for each of our other kids as they start their families.

Highly recommend!

My wife and I are using this to introduce Jesus to my kids throughout all of the Bible and not just the

New Testament. It is creative and colorful! List all kid's storybook bible it doesn't use specific

scriptures but gives a general overview of what is happening with some of the more well known

stories/events in the Bible. This is a great Bible intro for kids!!
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